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1. Purpose. This regulation prescribes the management and 
execution responsibilities and procedures (including planning, 
programming, execution, documentation and review) for the us Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) Research & Development (R&D) program 
funded by Army Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation 
(RDT&E) appropriations as required by ER 70-1-5. 

2. Applicability. This regulation is applicable to all HQ USACE 
elements, OCE, all USACE R&D Laboratories, and all USACE field 
operating activities (FOA). 

3. References: 

a. AR 70-1 
b. AR 70-5 
c. AR 70-9 
d. AR 70-10 
e. AR 310-3 
f. ER 70-1-5 
g. Mil Std 847A 

4. Background. 

a. The Directorate of Research and Development (DRD) 
provides Department of Army (DA) staff level management and 
budget defense for a large, direct-funded and reimbursable 
military R&D program. This program supports a wide spectrum of 
the Army's mission, to include Military Engineering, Base 
Support, and Environmental Quality. The program is executed at 
five facilities of the Corps of Engineers: the Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory, the Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering Laboratory, the Engineer Topographic Laboratories, 
the Waterways Experiment Station, and the Toxic and Hazardous 
Materials Agency; the Army Materiel Command's Atmospheric 
Sciences Laboratory; and the Surgeon General's Medical and 
Bioengineering Research and Development Laboratory. DRD also 
provides staff supervision for the Corps Laboratories. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
This regulation supersedes ER 70-1-9, 28 November 1980; 
ER 70-3-8, 5 April 1988; and the portions of ER 70-1-11, 15 June 
1981 that apply to the Military RDT&E program; and cancels Eng 
Forms 4745-R, May 81, and 4767-R, Oct 81. 
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b. ER 70-1-5 defines the policy by which USACE R&D is 
managed, and establishes the Assistant Director of Research and 
Development (Military Programs), CERD-M, as the overall manager 
of the Military RDT&E program. This Regulation specifies the 
requirements, responsibilities and procedures used to manage and 
execute the Military RDT&E program in accordance with the policy 
in ER 70-1-5. 

5. Definitions. See Appendix A. 

6. Militarv RDT&E Program. The USACE Military RDT&E program is 
divided into two major Program Areas: 1) Support to the Army in 
the Field (Military Engineering) and 2) Support to the Army in 
Garrison (Base Support and Environmental Quality) . Each program 
supports different Proponents and customers as described below. 

a. The Military Engineering portion of the Military RDT&E 
Program is conducted i-n support of the Army in the Field and 
covers environmental sciences, combat operations and echelons 
above corps support. The major Proponent is the u. s. Army 
Engineer Center and School; other Proponents include HQ Training 
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), other TRADOC centers and schools, 
Commanders in Chiefs (CINCs), Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Intelligence (DCSI) , Deputy Chief of staff of Logistics (DCSLOG) , 
Army Materiel Command activities, other MACOMs and other Army 
organizations. Functional Area Monitors are provided by the 
Military Engineering and Topographic Division (DAEN-ZCM) of the 
Office of the Chief of Engineers. 

b. The Base Support and Environmental Quality portion of 
the Military RDT&E program supports the Army's Military 
Construction and Operation and Maintenance programs. It supports 
the USACE districts and divisions, the MACOMs, and the 
installations' Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH). The 
major Proponents are the Engineering and Construction (E&C) 
Directorate, and the Facilities Engineering (CEHSC-F) and 
Environmental (CEHSC-E) Divisions of the U. s. Army Engineering 
and Housing Support Center (CEHSC), and the Installation Planning 
Division (ZCI) of the Office of the Assistant Chief of Engineers 
(OACE). The Technical Monitors are provided by the Proponent. 

7. Management Responsibilities. The responsibility for 
management of the R&D program·rests with the Directorate of 
Research and Development (DRD), with support from the Proponents, 
and the performing Laboratories. For management purposes, the 
R&D program cycle is broken into three major R&D stages: 1) 
program development, 2) program execution, and 3) technology 
transfer. The actual responsibilities depend on the stage of the 
R&D cycle and the RDT&E program as discussed below. The 
functions of the organizations are further described in 
Appendix B. 
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a. Program Development. Program development is subdivided 
into six steps: 1) Deficiency identification, 2) Deficiency 
validation, 3) Development of the Long Range Science and 
Technology (LRS&T) Plan and Execution Year Program, 4) Proponent 
review and prioritization, 5) Program Guidance and Approval, and 
6) Program Objective Memorandum (POM) submission and budget 
defense. The management responsibilities for these six steps are 
defined below. 

(1) Problem Definition. Any member of the Army family, 
including the USACE Laboratories, can identify and submit 
problems or deficiencies for potential inclusion into·the RDT&E 
requirements system. Problems or deficiencies are submitted to 
the appropriate Proponent or to CERD-M who will submit it to the 
appropriate Proponent. Military engineering deficiencies, for 
which TRADOC HQ is the Proponent, will be submitted to the 
applicable TRADOC school for validation and prioritization. 
Deficiencies in the Base Support and Environmental Quality 
mission area and the Military Engineering mission area not 
addressed by TRAOOC Concept Based Requirement System (CBRS) are 
validated through Mission Area Deficiency Statements (MADS). 
MADS can be submitted at any time to either the Proponent or to 
CERD-M in ·the format shown in Appendix c. 

(2) Deficiency Validation. Although problems or 
deficiencies can be submitted by anyone, they can only be 
validated by the Proponent. Only validated deficiencies can be 
used as a requirement for the Military RDT&E program. For the 
Base Support and Environmental Quality programs, the approved 
deficiencies are published as MADS. For the Military Engineering 
R&D program, the deficiencies are published in Mission Area 
Development Plans (MADP), Battlefield Development Plans (BOPs), 
or as MADS. CERD-M notifies the Laboratories of new MADS as they 
are validated and publishes the complete book of validated MADS 
in June of each year. Approved and prioritized MADPs and BOP 
deficiencies are published by TRADOC. 

(3) Development of LRS&T Plan and Execution Year 
Program. ORO and the Corps Laboratories are responsible for 
developing an R&D program to provide the products and systems 
which will assist in eliminating the validated deficiencies. 
During the fourth quarter of the fiscal year, the Laboratories 
develop their Military RDT&E program, which consists of the 
execution year program for the next fiscal year and the Long 
Range Science and Technology (LRS&T) Plan, which covers the next 
iteration of the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) Cycle. The 
Laboratories develop their program in response to CERD-M 
guidance, which includes the program priorities, and the 
validated deficiencies. In developing their program they work 
closely with the Proponents to insure that the proposed work is 
responsive to the deficiencies and the output is appropriate for 
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technology transfer. The 6.2 and 6.3A Military RDT&E Programs 
must be supported by validated deficiencies with the exception of 
the portion of the 6.2 program funded under the Laboratory 
Commander's initiative. Commander's initiative supports high 
priority but previously unidentified deficiencies. The portion 
of the program which can be funded under Commander's initiative 
is established each year by the Director of DRD and is included 
in the guidance letter for assembling the program. The 6.1 
program is developed to produce those basic R&D capabilities 
needed to support the 6.2 and 6.3A RDT&E programs as opposed to 
solving specific deficiencies. Documentation requirements for 
the Military R&D program are described in paragraph 8. 

(4) Proponent Review and Prioritization. In the 
spring of each year, the Proponents for the R&D programs review 

·the LRS&T Plan for responsiveness to the validated deficiencies, 
and for applicability of the proposed products. Based on this 
review and the mission requirements, the Proponents give their 
criticality ratings and work unit priorities for the portions of 
the R&D program for which they are the Proponent. 

(5) Program Guidance and Approval. The Proponents' 
c·omments and ratings are used by DRD to develop the guidance 
letter to the Laboratories for the development of the next year's 
execution program and the next iteration of the Long Range 
Science & Technology (LRS&T)' Plan (see 7a(3) above). The 
Director of DRD, with advice from the Proponents, is the final 
approval authority for the execution year program. The Director 
of DRD also approves the new LRS&T Plan, which is reviewed at the 
next spring's Proponent review meeting. 

(6) POM Submission and Budget Defense. DRD, with 
support from the Proponents, is responsible for submitting the 
USACE Military RDT&E program to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition 
(ASARDA) . DRD is also responsible ·for supporting ASARDA in 
defense of these programs in the Army Planning, Programming, 
Budgeting, and Execution System (PPBES) process. 

b. Program Execution. DRD has management responsibility 
for the execution of the approved R&D program. The performing 
Laboratories have responsibility for the execution of the RDT&E 
program. The Proponent is responsible for monitoring the RDT&E 
program during execution to assure conformance tc the approved 
R&D plan, coordinating product completion with tech transfer 
activities, and assuring that the final research product can be 
transferred. The program execution stage ends with the 
development and pilot testing of the approved R&D products. 
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(1} R&D Products. The R&D product is the new or 
improved capability the Army is getting by funding this work and 
not the technical report documenting the research. It is the R&D 
performing element's responsibility to insure that the final 
product is in a form which can be easily transferred to the user. 
The Proponents are responsible for approval of the form of the 
final product. The form of the final product will be described 
in the Technology Transfer Plan (TTP}. 

(2} Pilot Test. It is critical that R&D products be 
tested under actual applications. The completion of the program 
execution stage is the pilot test conducted by the performing 
Laboratory in an actual or closely simulated application. Pilot 
tests will be funded by the R&D program and monitored by the 
Proponent. The Laboratories will submit a list of pilot tests 
for the coming year as part of their input to the Research and 
Development Management Information System (RDMIS). Pilot test 
plans will be developed in conjunction with the Proponent and a 
copy sent to CERD-M. Planning for the pilot test will be 
included in the TTP. 

c. Technology Transfer. The Proponent has management 
responsibility for technology transfer. Although technology 
transfer is·formally the final stage of the R&D process, planning 
for technology transfer must be integrated throughout the R&D 
process. This planning is jointly the responsibility of the 
Laboratory and the Proponent. Technology transfer consists of 
the Operational tests of the R&D products, the development of 
Technology Transfer Documentation, and the final implementation 
of the products. The planning for Technology Transfer is 
documented in the Technology Transfer Plan (TTP) as described in 
paragraph 8. 

(1) Operational Tests. It is critical that R&D 
products be tested under actual application by the ultimate users 
of the technology. Operational tests will be conducted in 
accordance with a test procedure approved by the Proponent to 
insure suitability of the productjsystem for technology transfer. 
These tests can be conducted under 6.3A funding or funds supplied 
by the Proponent. Planning for the operational test will be 
included in the TTP. 

(2) Technology Transfer Documentation and 
Implementation. In general, in order to implement the final 
product from an R&D effort, documentation such as technical 
manuals, guide specs, users manuals are required for technology 
transfer. Technical reports and test reports are generally not 
considered technology transfer documents. The technology 
transfer documentation will be specified in the TTP. The 
production of the technology transfer documentation is the 
responsibility of the Proponent. In addition to documentation, 
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user support, training, and feedback evaluation may be needed to 
complete full implementation. User support, training and 
evaluation of products is the responsibility of the Proponent. 
The Laboratories however will fully support the Proponents in 
these activities. Planning for technology transfer documentation 
and implementation will be included in the TTP. 

8. Program Documentation and Reporting CRCS:DAEN-RD-7). Program 
documentation is the formal reporting, for management purposes, 
of the R&D program planning and the execution of the program 
against that plan. Program documentation is i~tended for use 
both inside and outside USACE. This paragraph describes the 
program documentation for the Military RDT&E program. Program 
documentation is unclassified but not releasable for public 
dissemination. Program documentation consists of the following: 

(a) Mission Area Deficiency Statements (MADS}. The format 
for submitting deficiencies is contained in Appendix c. CERD-M 
will publish a list of validated MADS in June of each year. 

(b) Research and Development Management Information System 
CRDMIS). The RDMIS is a microcomputer based management 
information system used by DRD to manage, monitor and document 
the Military R&D program. It is ORO's main source of information 
about the details of military R&D program. The RDMIS is 
described and documented in the RDMIS users Manual. By 30 June, 
DRD will send the Laboratories: 1) a guidance letter for 
developing the next year's RDT&E execution program and the next 
iteration of the LRS&T plan and 2) a Letter of Instruction (LOI) 
for inputting the RDMIS data. By 30 September, the Laboratories 
will submit their RDT&E plan, including both the proposed 
execution year program and the LRS&T plan, to CERD-M, in RDMIS 
database format as prescribed in the RDMIS User's Manual and the 
CERD-M letter of instruction for inputting the RDMIS data. The 
Laboratories will also submit data needed by DRD for the LRRDAP 
and budget defense as prescribed in .the guidance letter. 

(c) Long Range Science and Technology CLRS&T) Plan. CERD-M 
will edit the RDMIS data input by the Laboratories and publish 
the LRS&T plan by 31 March. The format for the LRS&T Plan will 
be specified in the LOI for the RDMIS input. 

(d) Execution Year Program Books. By 30 October, CERD-M, 
using the data in the RDMIS system, will print and distribute to 
the Proponents, their Technical Monitors and the Laboratories the 
program books describing the work units funded for the current 
fiscal year. The format for the Program Books will be specified 
in the LOI for the RDMIS input. · 

(e) DD Form 1498. The Laboratories will submit the data 
for the DD Form 1498 to the Defense Technical Information Center 
(DTIC) in accordance with AR 70-9. 
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(f) Technology Transfer Plan CTTP). At the initiation of 
an RDT&E effort, a Technology Transfer Plan (TTP) will be 
formulated by the R&D Performing Element in coordination with the 
Proponent to document the technology transfer planning described 
in paragraph 7c. TTPs can be prepared for an individual 
productjsystems or for a group of mutually supporting 
productjsystems. The TTPs are product or product system oriented 
and may include the results of mutually supporting work units. 
Each work unit must reference a TTP. Each work unit in the RDMIS 
system will reference an existing or proposed TTP. The details 
for deve~oping the TTP will be included in the LOI for the RDMIS 
input. The TTP will be updated at appropriate milestones andjor 
In-Process Reviews (IPRs). Projected Pilot Tests (PT) and 
Operational Tests (OT) must be included as part of the TTP, and 
budgeted for by both the R&D Performing Element and the 
Proponent. 

(g) Mid Year Progress Reports. At the end of the first half 
of the fiscal year, the Laboratories will report their progress 
for the first two quarters of the execution year by updating the 
RDMIS database in accordance with guidance supply by CERD-M. The 
updated database will be submitted to CERD-M by 20 April of each 
year. CERD-M will use this information to develop and distribute 
to the Proponents and their Technical Monitors a report on the 
progress of the RDT&E program for the first half of the fiscal 
year. 

9. In-Process Review CIPRl. IPRs constitute reviews of a 
research and development project conducted at a critical decision 
point in the research cycle for the purpose of evaluating the 
status of the project, accomplishing effective coordination for 
technology transfer, and facilitating proper and timely decisions 
bearing on the future course of the projects. They will be 
scheduled in the R&D program plan or called by R&D Performing 
Elements in accordance with AR 70-1. 

a. In-Process Reviews CIPRl with Corps as User. 

(1). IPRs should be organized so as to retain the 
significant elements and objectives set forth in AR 70-1 but are 
intended to address specific issues as defined by HQ USACE and 
OCE. 

(2). IPRs will be planned, scheduled and chaired by 
the R&D Performing Element Commander and Director with 
participation from DRD, other HQ USACE Directorates, OCE, Users, 
and R&D Performing Element personnel. Upon completion of the 
IPR, the Commander and Director will prepare a report that will 
include a record of issues resolved, and recommendations for 
solutions to unresolved issues. 
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b. Technical Base Program IPRs with TRADOC as User. 

(1) IPRs shall be organized to include the objectives 
and elements set forth in AR 70-1 and AMC/TRADOC Pamphlet 70-2. 

(2) IPRs will be planned, scheduled and chaired by the 
Commander and Director of the R&D Performing Element. The 
results are jointly approved by Commander and Director of the R&D 
Performing Element and the senior TRADOC representative to the 
IPR. 

10. Executive Agents. Effective program execution often requires 
integration of products from two or more Laboratories and 
extensive coordination with agencies outside of the USACE. To 
assist DRD in developing and encouraging well coordinated 
programs, particularly in certain designated high-priority 
research areas, Executive Agents and Supporting Agents are 
established. Executive Agent responsibility for selected 
technology areas will be assigned to Commander/Director of a 
Laboratory. The Commander/Director of the Laboratory may 
delegate a member of the senior technical staff to serve as the 
action officer for the assigned inter-laboratory program. The 
details of the executive agent program are defined in Appendix D. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

4 Appendixes 
A-Definitions 
B-Organizational Responsibilities 
e-Mission Area Deficiency 

Statements (MADS) 
D-Executive Agent Program 
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NETT!, JR. 
Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
Chief of Staff 
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DEFINITIONS 
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1. Research and Development - The term Research and 
Development (R&D) covers the entire spectrum of scientific and 
engineering investigations ranging from basic to the most applied 
(to include the technology transfer phase) regardless of the 
source of funding. It covers all types of technical 
investigation in which the aim is to develop new knowledge or new 
capabilities. It excludes those investigations that consist of 
routine collection of data andjor testing of materials, 
instruments, and designs aimed only at numerical determination of 
their properties for direct application in design or construction 
of a specific Military Construction or Civil Works p~oject. 

2. User - An organization or agency which is the ultimate 
user of the results of an R&D effort. 

3. Proponent - Organization (generally a USACE headquarters 
organization or element of OCE) responsible for the 
implementation of the results of the research program. The 
Proponent usually acts as the representative for the user. 

4. Technical Monitor - Professional person in a Proponents 
organization assigned to: a) serve as the Proponent's principal 
point of contact for a work unit, b) monitor the execution of 
assigned work units against approved program plan, and c) 
discharge Proponent's other responsibilities as assigned. 

5. Functional Area Monitor - Professional person from 
DAEN-ZCM responsible for monitoring research in a Military 
Engineering R&D Functional Area which is focused to correct or 
relieve a Mission Area Analysis/Battlefield Development Plan 
(MAA/BDP) deficiency. The Functional Area Monitor assists DRD in 
coordinating, developing and defining appropriate technology 
demonstrations. 

6. Executive Agent CEA) - The Laboratory responsible for the 
development, coordination, integration and execution of a 
designated development and implementation plan. 

7. Supporting Agent (SA) -A Laboratory responsible for 
supporting the EA in developing and executing the plan. 

8. Executive Agent Terms of Reference (TOR) - A document 
that identifies the objectives, responsibilities, funding 
sources, and the SAs and their roles for execution of the 
executive agent assignment. 
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9. Executive Agent Development and Implementation Plan - A 
document that outlines the methods to be used, milestones and 
resources that will be used to accomplish the objectives of and 
executive agent TOR. 

10. Mission Area Deficiency Statement CMADSl - A statement 
of the deficiency in a corps mission area not. covered by an Army 
Mission Area Analysis (MAA) (see Appendix B). 

11. Mission Area Analysis CMAAl - An assessment of the 
capability of a force to perform within a particular battlefield 
or functional area. 

A-2 
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ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Directorate of Research and Development Will: 
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a. Exercise staff management responsibility for the USACE 
R&D Laboratories. 

b. Manage the planning, programming and execution of the 
USACE RDT&E program. 

c. Ensure that the research program addresses validated 
user requirements. 

d. Approve the research program submitted by the USACE 
Laboratories. 

e. Coordinate and manage the participation of the USACE R&D 
community in the DA PPBES process. 

f. Establish the overall structure for the Military RDT&E 
program. 

g. Staff the TTP submitted by R&D performing elements 
within USACE and OCE and with DA/DOD agencies, as appropriate, 
and coordinate USACE and OCE approval. 

h. Supervise execution of the TTP by the R&D performing 
elements. Ensure that changes to the TTP are made, staffed and 
approved as necessary. Where a product is produced for which no 
TTP has been prepared, coordinate the development of a technology 
transfer mechanism. 

i. Monitor the technology transfer process and make 
recommendations to the appropriate Agencies/Directorates for 
improving the process, as required. 

j. Coordinate the Military Engineering R&D program with the 
Commanding General of the Army Materiel Command's Laboratory 
Command (LABCOM). 

2. R&D Performing Elements Will: 

a. Develop the research program in accordance with the 
guidance provided by DRD and in coordination with the Proponent. 

b. Participate iri the Army's long range planning process. 

c. Execute approved research program. 
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d. Document results of research in technical reports. 

e. Formulate research results into products which can be 
easily transferred to the user. 

f. Prepare and coordinate with the Proponent the TTP, and 
submit to CERD-M for staffing and approval. 

g. Participate in technology transfer as defined in the 
TTP. 

h. Conduct IPRs at designated milestones or when deemed 
necessary during the R&D program to assure effective 
user/developer coordination and the development of acceptable 
technology. The organization responsibilities and procedures for 
IPRs are detailed in ER 70-1-5 and AR 70-1 . 

. i. Conduct pilot test demonstrations when appropriate. 

j. Recommend to DRD and to the appropriate 
Directorates/Proponents those R&D products which may have 
applications beyond those envisioned by the original TTP. 

k. Assist Huntsville Division, in coordination with the 
Proponent and as required, in establishing training programs for 
technology to be adopted by USACE elements and other users. 

1. Provide developer assistance to Users when required to 
effectively implement technology transfer. 

m. Serve on and participate in the activities of the 
National Technology Teams, user groups, other Corps/Army/DOD 
technology groups as appropriate. 

3. USACE Directorates/Separate Offices as Proponents of RDT&E 
Programs will: 

a. Collect input from FOAs and other members of the Army 
family on deficiencies which could be solved by R&D products. 

b. Validate and establish the priorities of the MADS for 
the areas for which they are the Proponent. 

c. Establish the criticality of work units in the areas for 
which they are the Proponents and assist DRD in prioritizing the 
R&D program. 
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d. Monitor Laboratory R&D execution and review draft 
technical reports and progress reports to assist in assuring that 
the research being performed is consistent with the approved plan 
with regard to responsiveness to deficiencies, timeliness and 
feasibility for technology transfer. 

e. Participate in User Groups to obtain FOA input on 
responsiveness of proposed LRS&T Program to validated 
deficiencies and on the practicality of the resulting R&D 
product. 

f. Assist R&D Performing Elements in the development of 'the 
TTPs. 

g. Review and approve TTPs. 

h. Manage the technology transfer of the products from the 
R&D program. 

i. Identify, in coordination with DRD, the FOA to conduct 
Pilot and Operational Tests of new technology in accordance with 
the TTPs. Support Pilot and Operational tests. 

j. Monitor and review the results of Pilot and Operational 
Tests. 

k. Prepare Technology Transfer Documents and promote 
activities needed to assure full implementation including 
training. 

1. Provide feedback to the R&D Performing Element and DRD 
on the implementation of significant new R&D products/technology. 

m. Appoints Technical Monitors for work units for which 
they are the Proponent. 

4. USACE Divisions and Districts: 

a. Identify Mission Area Deficiencies and prepare MADS. 

b. Participate in User Groups and technology teams. 

c. Participate in operational testing of research products. 

d. Maximize the utilization of R&D products which have been 
approved by the appropriate Directorate. 

e. Plan and conduct Operational Tests when directed by 
HQUSACE. 
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f. co-Chair USACE National Technology Teams and user groups 
as assigned. 

5. MACOM/HQs: 

a. Identify Mission Area Deficiencies and prepare MADS. 

b. Participate in User Groups and Technology Teams. 

c. Participate in operational testing of research products. 

6. Huntsville Division will: 

a. Establish training programs when directed by appropriate 
OCE Directorates/Separate Offices for implementation of new 
technoldgy. 

b. Assist Laboratories and Proponents on matters relating 
to the incorporation of new technology into assigned design 
criteria. 
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APPENDIX C 

FORMAT FOR 
MISSION AREA DEFICIENCY STATEMENTS (MADS) 

MADS number (assigned by CERD-M) 

1. Introduction 

a. Title: (Self Explanatory) 

b. Mission Area: Assigned by DRD 

c. Sub-Area: Assigned by DRD 
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d. Validated by: Proponent responsible for.transferring the 
products identified in the technology transfer paragraph. 

2. Mission Area Deficiency. A clear concise statement of problem, 
to include any factors that define parameters or extent of the 
shortfall or need for improved capability. Problem statement 
establishes the objective or goal needed to be satisfied. 

3. Technology Requirements. Analysis of needs to identify 
technology development requirements. This analysis should 
address both the near-term and long-term needs. The emphasis 
should be to identify problems that when solved will provide high 
payback in carrying out the facilities mission. Indicate whether 
problem is widespread or localized or if problem was a one-time 
occurrence or reoccurrence. (A feeling of how widespread or how 
often the problem is encountered is beneficial for establishing 
priority.) High dollar payback or loss of a required capability 
also impacts on priority. Provide discussion on current practice 
or activity that creates the identified problem. Indicate impact 
if solution is not provided. 

4. Technology Transfer. Provide a statement to serve as a 
generalized guide to the R&D performer indicating how the 
research product would be utilized. Designated date by when 
product from research must be provided. Expected means of 
application of the technology and the users that the technology 
is intended to support. 

C-1 
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DRD EXECUTIVE AGENTS/SUPPORTING AGENT PROGRAM 
(RCS:DAEN-RD-8) 
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1. Purpose. This appendix provides information on the 
assignment of Executive Agents (EAs) and supporting Agents (SAs) 
to include applicability, background, responsibilities and 
procedures. 

2. Background. Effective program execution often requires 
integration of products from two or more Laboratories and 
extensive coordination with agencies outside of the USACE. To 
assist DRD in developing and encouraging well coordinated 
programs, particularly in certain designated high-priority 
research areas, Executive Agents and Supporting Agents are 
established under this regulation. The list of EA/SAs will be 
published by CERD-M. 

3. Responsibilities. 

a. The Directorate of Research and Development (DRD) will: 

(1) Make the EA/SA assignment to the 
Commander/Director of the specified Laboratory. 

(2) Maintain overall management responsibility and 
provide both initial and in-process guidance on policy, 
objectives, management and execution. 

(3) Coordinate with Department of Defense (DoD), Army 
Staff (ARSTAF), Army Materiel Command (AMC), Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC), other Major Commands (MACOMs) and 
USACE Divisions and Districts as appropriate. Coordination of 
specific action items, with one or more of these organizations, 
may be delegated to the EA as required for efficient 
implementation. 

(4) Exercise final approval authority on the 
development and implementation plan, its accompanying R&D program 
and on resulting documents providing or implying official 
guidance to the field. 

b. The Executive Agent will: 

(1) Recommend Supporting Agents to DRD. 
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(2) Prepare Terms of Reference (TOR) in coordination 
with the Assistant Director of Research and Development for 
Military Programs (CERD-M) and the SAs for approval by the 
Director of Research and Development (CERD-ZA). 

(3) Prepare a Development and Implementation Plan and 
provide annual updates to it in coordination with the SAs. 
Execute this plan upon its approval by ORO. 

(4) Provide administrative support to ORO as required 
to include the preparation of briefings and papers and attendance 
at meetings and symposia. 

(5) Inform ORO and the USACE Laboratories of key 
customer interactions and other relevant activities. 

(6) Follow established command channels when executing 
the development and implementation plan. 

(7) Participate, as required, in user requirements 
identification processes including training, and doctrine 
formulation. 

c. Supporting Agents will: 

(1) Assist in the preparation and updates of the 
development and implementation plan and provide personnel and 
facilities required to execute it. 

(2) Develop and maintain direct interfaces with all 
appropriate customers. Provide information to the EA on key 
Laboratory/customer interactions for consolidation. 

(3) Provide data on appropriate tech base products to 
the EA so that these products may be included in ongoing 
technology integration efforts. 

(4) Participate in workshops and user reviews. 

(5) Develop concepts for satisfying requirements 
specific to their area(s) of expertise and provide input to the 
EA. 

(6) Participate in the user requirements 
identification process. 

(7) Coordinate/conduct research program(s) to resolve 
technical deficiencies and satisfy overall objectives. All 
coordination required will follow established command channels. 
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6. Executive Agent Procedures. Upon notification that a 
Laboratory is selected to serve as EA the Laboratory 
Commander/Director will insure that the following actions are 
accomplished. 

a. Terms of Reference - Insure that objectives and 
responsibilities have been documented by preparing, in 
coordination with CERD-M, a TOR statement for approval by CERD-Z. 
The TOR is to be prepared not later than 60 days after assignment 
as EA. The TOR will include, but not be limited to, the 
following items: 

1) Purpose 

2) Authority 

3) Objectives 

4) Supporting Agent Assignments 

5) Responsibilities 

6) Funding 

b. Development and Implementation Plan - The EA will 
prepare a Development and Implementation Plan in coordination 
with the Supporting Agents based on the TOR. The Development and 
Implementation Plan is to be prepared not later than 60 days 
after approval of the TOR. This Plan will be submitted to CERD-M 
for approval. It will be used as both a planning and management 
document. It must be consistent with existing documentation 
requirements and make maximum use of information in existing DRD 
data bases. It will be updated on an annual basis in conjunction 
with the development of the LRS&T plan. The updated plan will be 
submitted to CERD-M for approval on 30 September of each year. 
The plan will include as a minimum, but not be limited to: 

1) Background Information. 

2) Product/Milestone Master Plan. 

3) Technology Transfer Targets. 

4) Inter-Laboratory/Interagency Execution Agreements. 

5) Meeting and Reporting Schedules. 

c. Implementation - Upon approval of the Development and 
Implementation Plan, the EA will execute the approved plan. As a 
part of the execution of the plan, the EA will: 
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2) Prepare, and submit to DRD, semiannual letter 
reports and an annual report as identified in the Development and 
Implementation Plan. 

7. Supporting Agent Procedures. Upon notification that a 
Laboratory is selected to serve as a SA for a program area, the 
Laboratory Commander/Director will insure that the following 
actions are accomplished. 

a. Terms of Reference - The SA will coordinate with the EA 
during preparation of the TOR. 

b. Development and Implementation Plan - The SA will 
participate actively with the EA in the preparation and annual 
update of the Development and Implementation Plan. 

c. Implementation - The SA will coordinate with the EA in 
the execution of their assigned part of the plan. As a part of 
this coordination, the SA will: 

1) Participate in progress meetings. 

2) Submit documentation material for use in the EA 
reporting process. 
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